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An Englishman in Dublin in 2014 

 
"The intertwined histories of Ireland and Britain have indeed known great turbulence, but we 
meet at a time when the relationship between us has never been more friendly or respectful." 
So said Michael Higgins, Ireland’s 9th President, during his visit to London earlier this year.  
 
So say I of the Merrion Hotel, one of the world’s truly great hotels and the birth-place of the 
Duke of Wellington himself, and still the only hotel in the world where the bar is open through 
the night and where the tired, hungry traveller can still have a small steak and kidney pie cooked 
for him there at 4 in the morning. The linen crisp, the very home itself of the linen towel and of 
rooms so splendid that one can close ones eyes and hear the sea if you listen carefully enough, 
and if you really try you can see the shores of America itself. Oh, and you can feel England there 
too, alive and well. At home in Dublin.  
 
I have only relatively recently been allowed to travel to Ireland. One was actively discouraged 
when I was serving in the military and for the period after during my reserve service too. In those 
days one did not want to go anyway. To us then the Irish had created “the troubles” for us in 
Northern Ireland and we frankly felt the entire Catholic population of Ireland stood behind the 
IRA. Although we said it was the IRA, we felt in our hearts that it was “the Irish” who were 
responsible for the 3,000 deaths and however many more maiming’s there were. In West Belfast 
we used to hear the “knee-capping’s” on many nights, and the screams every night. Most vivid 
memories of patrols through the poorly lit slums of the Lower Falls. Of the Riflemen moving like 
shadows through the streets. I did not want to be anywhere else. My patch amongst the “tribal 
maps” we carried (green for Catholic orange for Protestant). The pride of it too.  
 
Fine young British Commanders received with special hatred by some, the symbol of the Crown 
itself. Of course they did not know that I was Catholic too and that my Mother was Irish. Irish 
indeed, from poor, dispossessed County Mayo, herself a tragic refugee to the warm embrace of 
England at 14 years old, arriving here alone once her parents had died. I cannot imagine a 14 
year old arriving like that anywhere. President Higgins spoke well. A history between us of great 
turbulence indeed between peoples. Because Ireland’s history is not about Kings or Queens, 
Prime Ministers or Foreign Secretaries, or even of grand adventures, brilliant inventions or 
Parliament. Ireland’s history is of and between its people, and of its people’s migrations and 
history with other nations peoples. Its history of its people so sadly and incapably unwritten. The 
really poor don’t write. They cannot.  
 
Driving through Dublin last week, I passed the beautifully restored Customs House and the 
grandeur of the General Post Office. Both built in the neo-classical tradition, symbols of British 
rule itself. The Customs House burnt to the ground by the IRA during the War of Independence 
in 1921 and the GPO hit by artillery from my own Army in the 10 day Easter Rising of 1916. 
Artillery. In a city. 15 rebel leaders executed by the same Army shortly afterwards. Ireland to this 
day stands outside the Commonwealth. “If the British had not executed those 15 men Ireland 
today would be an active member of the British Commonwealth …. The Queen’s visit helped it 
for us here ”. Not my words, these from my driver in Dublin last week. History lives. A peace 
process more powerful than distress. 
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In 1922 Ireland left the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland was born. Scotland has recently voted to remain in the UK. A 
close run thing. But they voted, in peace and freely. Had they left they would not have voted in 
UK elections. But today the Irish can. Scotland voted on our Union but isn’t it true that it is 
Ireland with whom we are united through the taking and the making of blood. The Irish remain 
eligible to vote in UK elections because the Representation of the People Act in 1918 limited the 
vote to British subjects which at the time they were. They still are able to vote. Just as our 
histories have been intertwined so has our blood, which we have spilled and made together. We 
still make it.  
 
Our past has made us and divided us and re-made us. Today the USA and Germany are the UK’s 
two largest export partners together comprising 21% of our total exports. How many of us 
though know that Ireland is our 4th largest export partner comprising 7% of all UK exports ? But 
then again how many of us know that the UK is the world’s 4th largest exporter or that the value 
of UK exports are 50% of the total value of exports from the USA ? And for the Irish once they 
had gone to the IMF and the EU for their international bail-out’s, it was to the UK that they 
turned for their only bilateral one. And England gave in good grace.  
 
The population of Ireland in 2011 stands at 6.3m. in 1830 their population exceeded 8m.The 
Great Famine of 1845-52 made for a period of disease, emigration and starvation. Over a 10 year 
period its population shrank to just over 6m. And there it has remained. In 1997 the Government 
of Ireland stated that 2m Irish citizens lived in the UK, the majority of them British born. 
According to Census data, there are 39.6 million American’s of Irish heritage. That number is 
almost seven times larger than the entire population of today’s Ireland.  
 
I can still hear the comments of pedestrians on a sidewalk in Dublin, talking of my clothes, and 
perhaps even of my nose. It is not until they look me fully in the face and hear me speak of my 
Mother that they see I am partly of them. Meeting Irish aviation bankers last week, and 
separated by long enough time from the military to meet them as equals, it was a special 
moment for me helping them see through my Englishness to their Irishness. But then, it was too, 
a special moment for me meeting them as equals. It has taken me 25 years to do that.  
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